Abstract: Spare parts are one of the important supporting resources of equipment. According to the different distribution of maintenance time in spare parts support model, the model of spare parts support models with exponential distribution and constant distribution are established. According to the maintenance and supply of spare parts, the simulation model is established based on discrete event and Monte Carlo simulation. The equipment availability of different spares support model under different repair probability are calculated and compared. The results show that: when the spare parts repair probability is less than 1, we can use the constant distribution model to replace exponential distribution model, and this can greatly improve the computational efficiency.
Introduction
Spare parts are one of the important resources for the equipment work continually. When the equipment breaks down, the repair teams will replace the failed parts with spare parts. The Repair time of Spare parts obeys constant distribution or exponential distribution.
For multi-level system, the literature [1] studied the optimal allocation of spare parts for each site. In some system, the number of spare parts is limited by space and the weight which can bear [2] .In the literature [3] , the model of the spare parts lateral transfer at the same level was established. The spare parts replacement policy of all above is (s-1, s).In fact, for some redundant systems, we will not replace the fault parts until the redundant systems cannot work normally [4] . In the literature [5] and [6] , the model of two level spare parts support is established. According Dynamic palm theorem, the supporting model of spare parts is established based on the time-varying availability [8] [9] . Based on non stationary random process, a model of two level spare parts support is established [10] .Taking the single site as the research object, the model of spare parts support is discussed when the repair time obey constant distribution and exponential distribution.
When the equipment breaks down, the repair teams will replace the failed parts with spare parts. If the repair teams can repair the failed parts, the repaired parts will send to warehouse. If the repair team cannot repair the LRU, it will wait to be supplied until the task finished. If the warehouse has not LRU, the failed parts will wait replace until the warehouse has LRU. The maintenance and supply of spare parts is shown in Figure1. 
Availability Modeling
At time t，the number of maintenance at deployment site can divide into two parts: The number of LRU is repairing; the number of LRU cannot be repaired.
Demand Rate of LRU
At t time, we can calculate demand number of LRU. If assume the demand number is Ne jl (t) ， we can get:
Exponential Distribution of Repairing Time
If the LRU failed, they will replace the failed LRU with good LRU. The repair teams judges the failed LRU whether can repair. According to the dynamic palm theorem [1] , the expected number of LRU which is repairing is poison distribution.
PK l (r,t) express the probability of LRU start to repair at r time, and it have not repair well at t time. The PK l (r,t) is 
Constant Distribution of Repairing Time
If the LRU failed, they will replace the failed LRU with good LRU. The repair teams judges the failed LRU whether can repair. At time t，the expected number of LRU is the formula (4).
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The number of Maintenance Supply 
(2)The number of maintenance and transportation supply According to the formula（3）and formula（4）,we can get the number of maintenance supply which is also poison distribution.
On the basis of Inventory balance formula from shbrooke ［1］ , the expectation short number of LRU is poison distribution.
Simulation Modeling
Using discrete event scheduling and Monte Carlo method, the simulation model is built through MATLAB. Using t fail to show the failure time of LRU,t waittime show the wait time of the LRU. The simulation of spare parts maintenance and supply process is shown in fig2. 
Example
The reliability information of the components is shown in the table1. Table1 Reliability information of the components MTBF MRT S l 1000 500 1 According to the maintenance time's probability distribution of the spare parts, the analytical model and the simulation model are used to calculate the equipment availability. When the maintenance probability of failed parts is: 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2,0, the equipment availability changes with time as shown in figure3. Fig.3 the availability of equipment under different maintenance probability Analysis in Figure 3 can be learned: When the system is fully repairable, as shown in Figure 3 (a), the equipment availability is close to the constant simulation curve when the repair time is constant, and the equipment availability is close to the exponential simulation curve when the repair time is exponential. With the declining probability of the components to be repaired, as shown in Figure 3 (b)-3(f), the simulation curve with constant distribution and the simulation curve of exponential distribution are closer, and the equipment availability and the simulation curve are more close to the time when the repair time is constant.
Conclusion
In this paper, the model of spare parts support is established when the maintenance time follows the exponential distribution and the constant distribution, and a simulation model for the maintenance and supply of spare parts is established. From the case, we can get the following conclusion: when the spare parts repair probability is less than 1, we can use the constant distribution model to replace exponential distribution model, and this can greatly improve the computational efficiency.
